Cable carriers for agricultural technology

- Lightweight, quiet all-rounder
- Inner distribution and strain relief
- Universal connection options

High torsional rigidity
Dirt-resistant
Tight (IP54*)

TKA

Flexible lid made of custom nylon
Integrated noise damping
Inside or outside opening

Stable
Variable inner distribution
Extensive unsupported length
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Cable carrier systems for agricultural technology

UNIFLEX Advanced

EasyTrax®

M series
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Fast, easy and cost-efficient

Cable carriers for agricultural technology

TSUBAKI KABELSCHLEPP® offers a wide range of standards and develops customer-specific solutions with cable carriers for agricultural technology. Our decades of experience from hundreds of realized projects in various industries with diverse demands on our cable carrier systems, leads to new custom and application-specific solutions for our customers. Our specialists will support you from the planning and design stage through to the onsite installation and start-up of the tested complete system.

TOTALTRAX® Complete Systems

From planning to the final complete system

Use our know-how. Working jointly with you, our experienced specialists can provide pre-sale support, including planning and design services through after sales service and support. One order, one contact person, components optimally matched to each other, including the cable and hose carrier, the electrical cables, the hydraulic and pneumatic hoses and the connectors. You receive the complete TOTALTRAX® system in one delivery.

Reduce your storage costs with TOTALTRAX®. We supply all components Just-In-Time to your production facility or directly to the installation site.

Ready-to-install solutions

- Purchasing and handling under one material number for assembly as original equipment and for spare parts orders
- No picking of individual parts and simplified logistics through ready-to-install cable carrier systems
- Delivery includes substructure or assembly brackets

Want us to optimize your operations? That’s what we do.

Call us today to schedule an on-site visit 800-323-7790